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Thermal Effusivity as a Fully Automated 

Process Analytical Technology (PAT) to 

Control Fluid Bed Drying
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Presentations

“The Status of PAT: The Place of Thermal Effusivity, Dr. Nancy Mathis, Mathis Instruments 

Ltd.

“Existing Technologies to Monitor Moisture Content of Pharmaceutical Material in 

Fluidized Bed Dryers”, Rodney Ledford, O'Hara Technologies

“Sampling Methodology - How can you be sure your sample is representative of your 

process?”  Bill Werra, Sentry Equipment Corporation

“Adoption Process of a PAT in Pharmaceutical Manufacturing: Regulatory and 

Technological Issue”, Normand Dubuc and Tracy Davis, Invensys Validation Technologies 

“Off-line, At-line and On-line Monitoring of Moisture Content of Material Dried in a 

Fluidized Bed Unit: Results from different sampling devices”, Yves Roy, Mathis 

Instruments 

Round Table Discussion (45 minutes) - What are the challenges in adopting a PAT in a 

pharmaceutical manufacturing environment?, Moderator: Nancy Mathis with selected 

industry panelists and presenters.
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Presentation Framework

Integration for Control 

Understanding

Measurement

Sample

Need to control

Invensys 

Mathis – Yves

Mathis – Yves

Invensys and Sentry

O’Hara (FBD motivation)

Mathis (PAT motivation)
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Logistics and comments

- Slight change of order in speakers

- Questions at the end

- Sampler vs Evaluated material

- Presentations are available by request 
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The Status of PAT: 
The place of effusivity

Dr. Nancy Mathis 

President and CEO

Mathis Instruments Ltd.

www.MathisInstruments.com

1-866-425-3637 
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Mathis - What We Do

Non-destructive, thermal sensor 

technology solutions for R&D, 

production, and QC applications, 

delivering fast, accurate measurement

of thermal conductivity and effusivity

in seconds with virtually unlimited 

sample size.

From pharmaceuticals to petroleum – providing

manufacturers with on-line solutions to better

understand and improve product consistency.

Our innovation never stops.
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Mathis - What We AREN’T

Mathis is a piece of the pie in 

providing a meaningful solution 

to your process control needs.  

We pride ourselves in our 

partnerships with other OEMs and 

vendors who provide critical 

elements to that solution. 

In that way, clients get experience 

delivered by experts in the fields. 
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Implementation Partners
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Effusivity:

Basics on what the technology does 
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Our Technology

Wood feels warm

Metal feels cold

Heat always flows from a hot object to a 

cold object.

Wood is not a good conductor of heat, so it 

is slow to absorb the heat.

Metal has higher “thermal effusivity” so 

the heat from your hand flows into the metal 

quickly - creating the sensation of it being 

cold. 

Mathis sensors work like your hand, by 

rapidly determining the rate of heat flow 

from one material to another. Like your 

hands, our sensors supply the heat source 

and detect the heat flow. They also have no 

sample size issues, and do not destroy the 

sample being tested.
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Instrument Results
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Principles of Operation

Materials inside the 
blender have 
different thermal 
properties at the 
onset of blending

Heat is generated
by the sensor.  Some
Heat penetrates the
materials, but some 
is retained. 

The amount of heat 
retained at the 
surface of the 
sensor  causes a 
temperature 
increase.  The rate 
of increase is 
compared and used 
to determine the
uniformity.

Test times can be varied to 
optimize the scale of scrutiny.  
A 2s test penetrates into the 
powder roughly 0.5 mm. 
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Simplicity
Ready out of the box

Safety
Containment not compromised

Knowledge
Window on your process

Productivity
Scale up with confidence

Effusivity: Targeted Value
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Effusivity in other applications - powder

End to end 

knowledge

Drying 

(moisture)

Wet 

granulation

(endpoint)

Roller 

Compaction

(density)

Milling

(psd)

Incoming 

material 

characterization

Blending

(uniformity

and lube)
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PAT:

What’s the hype? 
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Begs the question…

How is PAT new?

- Is hardness testing on a tablet press PAT?

- Is outlet gas temperature monitoring in a FBD PAT?
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Agency Answer

The   guidance states:  "The Agency considers PAT to 

be a system for designing, analyzing, and controlling

manufacturing through timely measurements (i.e., during 

processing) of critical quality and performance attributes 

of raw and in-process materials and processes, ..."    

So based on this, a simple answer is that the guidance 

does NOT state "PAT includes measurements".
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Agency clarification

“Within the PAT framework, our focus is not the type 

of measurement.  The measurement is subservient to 

the control and understanding that is to be obtained.  

Simply making any type of  measurement, regardless 

of the parameter or attribute, does not fall under PAT 

unless it is used for control (and understanding).  

So, simply put, on face value, the answer to your 

question is no.   Simply measuring outlet gas 

temperature on a fluid bed does not "count" as PAT.” 
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So what is PAT??

Based on the guidance excerpt,  consider the questions:

Can the "outlet gas temperature of a fluid bed dryer" be 

considered a critical quality and performance attribute for 

moisture content of granules? 

And can such a measurement facilitate design, analysis 

and control of the drying process?  

Could the outlet gas temperature be used to control the 

moisture content to a given value?
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Audience poll

In most cases the answers to the questions are qualified 

by comments like;

“Yes – but sometimes there are seasonal changes”

“Sort of, but it only works well to a certain point”

“If T was enough though, why would we use LOD?”

Two or more measurement types deliver sufficient 

characterization for understanding and control. 
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1 + 1 = 3

Two or more measurement types deliver sufficient 

characterization for understanding and control. 

T exit

LOD

Particle size

Effusivity

Understanding Control
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“Run your process 

with knowledge…

not a stopwatch”
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PAT = Route to process control

- Timely

- Knowledge generating

- Implementable in manufacturing for control
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Signal
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Knowledge

What you 

know

What you 

don’t know

What you don’t know 

that you don’t know

Monitoring 

multiple 

properties 

provides insights 

into areas and 

mechanisms that 

have not been 

investigated.
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Summary

The PAT guidance should encourage the adoption of 

tools to facilitate process control. 

Supplementing existing measurements to generate 

better understanding is a necessary step in moving to 

low operator intervention control.



Effusivity & Fluid Bed 

Drying

Rodney Ledford

O’Hara Technologies, Inc.

US Operations

Booth # 1835



Fluid Bed Systems

From Laboratory 

Size Equipment…
To Full Size 

Production 

Equipment…



Dry, wet… What’s the difference?

• Moisture can:
- improve mixing
- bind granulations
- distribute potent compounds evenly 

• Drying can and does: 
- improve shelf life
- stabilize potency issues
- prevent molecular evolution

Drying is absolutely necessary to develop any 
stabile powder product for human consumption.



The evolution of the drying process.

1. The sun – open air, dirty, uncontrollable

2. The drying oven - uses space and takes 

time.

3. Fluid Bed – dramatically reduces process 

time and is highly controllable.



What is a Fluid Bed & what does it do?

• A Fluid Bed is a vertical wind tunnel with precise climate 
control to allow the contents to achieve a desired moisture 
level. 

• It has a device for controlling the environment called an 
air handler.  

• It has a processing area called the fluid bed body. 

• It has a wind generator called the exhaust blower.

• It has a method of control all of the above.

A Fluid Bed can perform the following:

• Dry wet materials - powders

• Agglomerate - granulate

• Coat – core material

• Spheronize - layering



The Air Handling Unit

D.O.P. Access 

door

HEPA filter & 

Medium filter

It may have a 

face & bypass 

damper for 

rapid 

temperature 

precision 

control

It may have a pre-heat 

coil for sub freezing 

climates

It may have a 

dehumidification coil

It may have an 

isolation damper
Roughing filter 

AKA  pre filter
May have a supply 

fan module

It may have an 

inlet damper

Reheat coils



Product Container / Bowl >

From the Air Handler to Inlet Plenum >

Filter Chamber >

Expansion Chamber >

The Fluid Bed body (business end)



From the Filter Chamber to the Dust Collector to 

the EXHAUST FAN



Fluid Bed process concerns

• Heat sensitivity

• Light sensitivity

• Particle erosion – friability

• Case hardening

• Exterior influences – weather

• Low heat, high air flow

• High heat, low air flow

• Add solvent to reduce heat and air flow.

• End point detection



Current End Point Determination

• Pull a sample from the Fluid Bed - exposure

• Carry it to an instrument – lab or same room

• Analyze it – time consuming

• Dispose of it – hazardous waste.

Issues - Containment, environment, exposure, 

lost time, contamination, disposal, & 

calibration



How do we find the “Process 

Endpoint” for Drying?

• Humidity via Dew point or RH – too many 
hourly/daily variables 

• Inferred – color, temperature and environment 
sensitive issues

• Loss On Drying (LOD) – time consuming & 
error prone – 4-15 minute response.

• Bed temperature difference - CFM/time

All of the above are error prone and calibration 
varies with process and environment.

• Effusivity – Effu-what?



? Effusivity Measurement ?

• Method of identifying a material type and moisture 
retained within it.   

• A reading requires about 1 second to evaluate material.

• The instrument gives single number indicator for a given 
material & moisture.

• No external environmental interference.

• No calibration errors – It’s a go or no go system.

• Sample is commonly taken from the process stream.

• Effusivity measurement can give you additional insight 
into process optimization that could go unnoticed with 
other measurement methods.

• With 1,600 possibilities the accuracy can be viewed as 
being +- 0.0625% accurate, not the common 1, 2 or 3%.



Where can this be used?

• Blenders & Mixers

• Fluid Bed Dryers

• Granulators

• Wurster

• Rotors

• Coaters

• Continuous or Batch processes

• New equipment

• Old equipment by retrofit



Considerations

• We need a stabile and still sample for 
about 1 second.

• How do we accomplish the above?

• Should sampling be internally or 
externally?

• Do we have to dispose of the sample?

• Should we re-introduce sample into the 
process? 

• Can we even do that?

• How do we adapt to a process on line?



The EFFUSIVITY PAT Solution

• Developed within the industry

• Using real world applications

• Using real industry professionals

• Using respected and innovative OEM 

involvement



Bring us your challenge.

O’HARA Technologies, Inc.

20 Kinnear Ct, Richmond Hill, ON  Canada

800-206-6545

&

4349 Azalea Drive, Evans, GA  USA 

678-343-6889



The Sampling Connection

Bill Werra
Business Unit Manager 

Process Sampling



The Sampling Connection

Sentry Equipment Corp
• Sentry Equipment Corporation is the worldwide 

technology leader in sampling systems and components 

• Providing our clients with tools to improve quality and 
process control challenges since 1924 

• Markets including pharmaceutical, food, dairy, 
chemical, petrochemical, cement, and nuclear.

• 1964 – Bristol Engineering Company established

• Manufacturer of the ISOLOK® samplers for bulk solids, 
slurries, and liquids

• ISOLOK® Worldwide installed base exceeds 18,000
units 

• In 2003 Sentry Equipment Corporation purchased 
Bristol Equipment Company



The Sampling Connection

Partial Client List

Dow Chemical

DuPont

Kodak

Corning

BASF

Exxon Mobil

Goodyear

Xerox

Motorola

IBM

NASA

Cargill

Coca Cola

ADM

Ciba

Weyerhaeuser

Anheuser Busch

Proctor and Gamble

Conoco Phillips

BP

Kraft

3M

Lexmark

Tropicana

Sunkist

Dannon

Colgate Palmolive

Eli Lilly

Pfizer

Bristol Myers Squibb

Merck

Wyeth

Abbott Labs

Eisai

Roche

Bayer

Boehringer Ingleheim

Albany Molecular

Schering Plough



The Sampling Connection

Pharmaceutical Experience

• Fluid bed drying – (Sampler mounted on the 
bowl)

• Reactor vessels

• High and low pressure process lines

• Bulk packaging

• Materials of construction include stainless steel, 
Hastelloy, AL6XN, Titanium, Carpenter 20, 
Kynar



The Sampling Connection

Bulk Solids Sampling



The Sampling Connection

Why Do We Sample?

• Product mix distribution
– Particle size, moisture content, bacteria count, chemistry, etc.

• Characterize process variations

• Process control

• Environmental monitoring

• Product quality assurance

• Custody transfer



The Sampling Connection

What Kind of Sample Do We Want?

• “True” overall average of the entire lot for one or 
many characteristics

• Representative sample
– Characteristics of the sample equal that of the entire lot or batch

• Consistent, accurate, and repeatable

• Every part of the lot has an equal chance of being 
in the sample



The Sampling Connection

Sampling Errors

• Process analysis is only as good as the quality and 
representivity of the sample itself

• Sampling errors are costly because they can lead 
to:
– Unnecessary process changes

– Extended processing time

– Additional analysis of more samples

– Release of off-spec product to the customers

– Scrap of good material

• “Sampling Scapegoat”



The Sampling Connection

A Few General Sampling Practices

• Take several increments and composite them to 
form the “sample”

• Sample frequently enough to identify process 
cycles

• Use a sampler and sampling process that removes 
bias

• Integrity of the sample is preserved before, 
during, and after sampling

• Understand the process
– Sampling practices may vary from process to process



The Sampling Connection

Direct Sampling Method

• Typically includes dipping a cup or 
container into an open vessel or 
opening a spigot on a vessel that may 
be under pressure

– May require the process to be interrupted in 
order to sample

• This sampling technique is generally 
considered unsafe

– Operator is exposed to any process or 
environmental hazards

• Direct sampling introduces the 
ability for sample variations due to 
human error and sample 
contamination



The Sampling Connection

Indirect Sampling with ISOLOK® 

• Indirect sampling isolates the 
operator from the process 
and environmental hazards

• Operator is isolated from 
direct exposure to the 
product ensuring safety

• Sample integrity preserved

• Allows the process to be 
sampled during normal 
production cycle

• Single Moving part removes 
sample provides simple, 
reliable operation



The Sampling Connection

Sentry/Mathis Effusivity 
Solution



The Sampling Connection

Effusivity Opportunity

• Challenge – take sample from fluid bed dryer, 
monitor the effusivity, and return the sample back 
into the system

• The system and sampling process needed to 
remain “closed”

• Preserve sample as well as lot integrity

• Incorporate Mathis Effusivity sensor as an 
integral part of the sampler

• Sampler must be accurate, consistent, and 
repeatable



The Sampling Connection

ISOLOK® and Effusivity

• ISOLOK® sampler 
mounted in the 
bowl area of the 
fluid bed drier

• Mathis Effusivity 
sensor is integrated 
into the sampler 
body

• Clean and simple 
installation

Photo courtesy of Patheon



The Sampling Connection

Photos courtesy of Patheon

ISOLOK® and Effusivity



The Sampling Connection

Mathis Effusivity 
Sensor

Sentry/Mathis Effusivity Solution



The Sampling Connection

Extract sample from dryer 
and hold over the Mathis 
Effusivity sensor

Sentry/Mathis Effusivity Solution

Mathis Effusivity 
Sensor



The Sampling Connection

Return sample to 
dryer and return 
with a fresh sample

Sentry/Mathis Effusivity Solution
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Sentry/Mathis Effusivity Solution

Extract sample from dryer 
and hold over the Mathis 
Effusivity sensor
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Sentry/Mathis Effusivity Solution

Return sample to 
dryer and return 
with a fresh sample
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Sentry/Mathis Effusivity Solution

Extract sample from dryer 
and hold over the Mathis 
Effusivity sensor



The Sampling Connection

Sentry/Mathis Effusivity Solution

Discharge the evaluated volume 
into the container for side by side 
L.O.D. comparison



The Sampling Connection

Sentry/Mathis Effusivity Solution



The Sampling Connection

Sentry/Mathis Effusivity Solution



The Sampling Connection

Summary

• Process analysis and representative sampling are 
intertwined

• Quality analysis and process control is only as good as the 
quality of the sample itself

• Indirect methods of sampling are the safest, yet most 
challenging 

• Samples must be repeatable, consistent, and accurate

• Material and process variations as well as  sampling 
techniques and tools effect our ability to get representative 
samples

• Understand the process and sampling objectives



The Sampling Connection

Sentry - The Sampling Connection



The Sampling Connection

Questions?



Interphex PAT Presentation
IVT PAT Methodology Defined
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Who is IVT?

IVT provides innovative & compliant
validation solutions to the pharmaceutical,
biological, biotechnology, healthcare and
medical device industries.

Our core competency are platform independent
regulatory compliance, validation, consulting 
and integration services

Over 200 highly skilled engineers, technicians 
and consultants with broad plant experience in 
the industry

We are one of the largest suppliers of 
pharmaceutical engineering & validation 
services in North America

Global offices

75% of our sales are repeat business
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Design of an on-line end point monitoring and control 
system

Requirements
 Discard material/Return material to the FBD
 Different depth material extractions into the bowl
 Non-invasive, Non-intrusive
 Attached to the FBD by the existing port/No modification 

to the existing equipment
 Scalable and easily upgradeable from manual to fully 

automated system
 Human-Machine Interface (HMI) to control and monitor 

FBD operations and Effusivity sensor measurements
 Product specific parameters/fixed or variable material 

extraction schedules
 Interface with ERP, MES and batch control systems/21 

CFR Part 11 compliance
 Designed for cGMP and ease of cleaning (optional CIP)
 Explosion proof and classified environment design

Patent Pending
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System architecture
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Proven PAT Solutions – Video

Patent 

Pending
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Proven PAT Solutions – Video

Patent Pending
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Learning/Design/Test Methodology

Step 1:

Learning Phase

Step 2:

Design Phase

Step 3:

Test Phase

Off-line measurements

•Top/Bottom measurements

•With/Without pressure

•Single/Multiple measurements

•Different particle sizes

•Different products

15kgs FBD

•Use of one/two sampling ports

•Single/Multiple entry points

•Different depth samplings

•Different FBD parameters

•Tests with rice, sesame, etc.

160kgs FBD

•cGMP production environment

•Real-time production

•Correlation with %LOD

•Solvent/Water based products

•Operation/Cleaning methods
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Mechanical

Automation

External links

Design PAT Solution – Project Gates

Bottom – Up Approach to Design

Gate 1:

Kick-off Meeting

Gate 1:

Kick-off Meeting

Gate 2:

URS Review

Gate 3:

Design Review

Gate 4:

FAT

Gate 5:

Post-Mortem
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Design PAT Solution – Project Gates

Bottom – Up Approach to Design

Gate 1:

Kick-off Meeting

Gate 1:

Kick-off Meeting

Gate 2:

URS Review

Gate 3:

Design Review

Gate 4:

FAT

Gate 5:

Post-Mortem

Mechanical

Automation

External links

After Gate 1

• Establish requirements 

based on kick-off

• Prepare URS 

documents

∙Mechanical

∙Automation

∙Networking
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Design PAT Solution – Project Gates

Bottom – Up Approach to Design

Gate 1:

Kick-off Meeting

Gate 1:

Kick-off Meeting

Gate 2:

URS Review

Gate 3:

Design Review

Gate 4:

FAT

Gate 5:

Post-Mortem

Mechanical

Automation

External links

After Gate 2

• Design prototype

• Build prototype

• Test prototype

• Prepare FRS documents

∙Mechanical

∙Automation

∙Network
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Design PAT Solution – Project Gates

Bottom – Up Approach to Design

Gate 1:

Kick-off Meeting

Gate 1:

Kick-off Meeting

Gate 2:

URS Review

Gate 3:

Design Review

Gate 4:

FAT

Gate 5:

Post-Mortem

Mechanical

Automation

External links

After Gate 3

• Build final system

• Program automation

• Program external 

communication links

• Integration tests
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Design PAT Solution – Project Gates

Bottom – Up Approach to Design

Gate 1:

Kick-off Meeting

Gate 1:

Kick-off Meeting

Gate 2:

URS Review

Gate 3:

Design Review

Gate 4:

FAT

Gate 5:

Post-Mortem

Mechanical

Automation

External links

After Gate 4

• Result from FAT

• Final adjustments

• Archive files, programs, 

documents, project 

data, etc.
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Off-line, At-line and On-line Monitoring 

of 

Moisture Content of Material Dried in a 

Fluidized Bed Unit

Dr. Yves Roy 

Customer Relationship Manager

Mathis Instruments Ltd.
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Agenda

• Effusivity and moisture content

• Parameters influencing effusivity  

• Results: effusivity vs %LOD

•At-line

•On-line

• Sampler options

• Summary
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Moisture Proof of Principle
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Background
Drying Theory

Drying time
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During Drying Process Effusivity is 

Influence by

• Moisture 

content

• Particle size 

Courtesy of Wyeth Canada 
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During Drying Process Effusivity is 

Influence by

• Moisture 

content

• Particle size 

DOE showed

Very significant parameter

Courtesy of Wyeth Canada 
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During Drying Process Effusivity is 

Influence by

• Moisture 

content

• Particle size 

DOE showed

Very significant parameter

At the end of process 

when moisture content is 

stable then it becomes 

more significant. 

Courtesy of Wyeth Canada 
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Courtesy of Mova Pharmaceutical
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On-line Effusivity and LOD monitoring:
Water based Product (O’Hara FBDG 160 Kg)
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On-line Effusivity and LOD monitoring:
Alcohol based Product (O’Hara FBDG 160 Kg)
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On-line Effusivity and LOD monitoring:
Alcohol based Product (O’Hara FBDG 160 Kg)
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y = 969.76x + 232.04

R2 = 0.95
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Summary

• Effusivity correlates to %LOD of water and alcohol 
based pharmaceutical products

• At-line and on-line correlations agree

• Automated On-line monitoring provides more  
information on process
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• Where to sample ?

• What is the automation level required ?

• What is the integration level required ?

What are the next steps for you?  
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• Take sample from fluid bed dryer, monitor the effusivity, and 

return or not the sample back into the system

Sampler requirements for monitoring 

effusivity in a FBD 
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Sampler requirements for monitoring 

effusivity in a FBD 
✓ Take sample from fluid bed dryer, monitor the effusivity, and 

return or not the sample back into the system

✓ The FB and sampling process needed to remain “closed”

✓ Preserve sample as well as process material integrity

✓ Reduce operator exposition to material

✓ Incorporate Mathis effusivity sensor as an integral part of the 

sampler

✓ Sampler must be accurate, consistent, repeatable, allow 

rapid consecutive effusivity measurements and do not 

interfere with FBD operations

✓ Sample taken from the bowl and/or the expansion chamber

Sampler selected: Sentry and Invensys 
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Options that you have
• Returned the material in the process or not.
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Options that you have

• Automation level:

Manual 

Fixed sampling schedule (Invensys and Sentry) 

Variable sampling schedule (Invensys and Sentry)

• Returned the material in the process or not.
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Options that you have

• Automation level:

Manual 

Fixed sampling schedule (Invensys and Sentry) 

Variable sampling schedule (Invensys and Sentry)

• Level of integration of the different systems together:

Sampler

Effusivity 

Particle size and morphology

FBDG

• Sampler Location:

Expansion Chamber (Invensys)

Bowl (Sentry)

• Returned the material in the process or not.
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Features
In-house retrofit Sentry IVT (Manual & Semi-

auto)

Sentry (Fully auto by 

IVT) 

IVT (Fully auto)

Fixed scheduled Automated sampling X X X X

Variable schedule automated sampling X X

Modification of sampling time X X

Modification of sampling depths within the 

bowl

X

Communication with Mathis sensor to start 

the measurements

X X X

FBD control X X

Communication with ERP, MES and batch 

control systems

X X

Data history and 21 CFR Part 11 X X

Contained material returned X X X X

Contained material not returned X X X X X

Mode of attachment Bowl with sampling 

port

Bowl with sampling port Existing port on 

expansion chamber

Bowl with sampling port Existing port on 

expansion chamber

Adaptable to different powder level into 

bowl

X X

Take sample from different depths within 

the bowl

X X

Option of particle size/morphology 

monitoring  

X X

Different bowl/Same batch

No sampler transfer

X X

Operator Interface (HMI) X X

Validation package X X X X X

Feasibility study and risk analysis X X X X X

User characteristics

- Very small atches

- R&D

- Formulation

- Manufacturing

- Formulation

- Manufacturing

- Formulation

- Manufacturing

- Formulation

- Manufacturing

Sampler features (Sentry and Invensys)
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• Where to sample ?

• What is the automation level required ?

• What is the integration level required ?

What are the next steps?  

Mathis and Invensys can assist in 

choosing the best equipment in your 

process?  
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Summary

• Effusivity correlates to %LOD of water and alcohol 
based pharmaceutical products

• At-line and on-line correlations agree

• Automated On-line monitoring provides more  
information on process.  
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Interphex PAT Presentation
IVT PAT Methodology Defined



IVT PAT Solution Approach

Audit / Identify Value

Map process elements and recognize analytical 
technologies

Recognize product quality attributes and key 
process control parameters

Identify quality indices and data 

Establish the current level of process 
understanding and development knowledge

Review automation centers and integration 
paths 

Estimate process costs

PAT opportunities identified



IVT PAT Solution Approach

Analyze

Pool body of process understanding for similar 
products

Correlate process parameters with product 
quality attributes and identify criticality 

Compile support for quality specifications and 
process control limits

Determine process variability within products 
and process categories 

Complete all analyses using a risk-based 
approach considering scientific, compliance and 
FMEA factors 

Collect available analytical technologies and 
implementation challenges 

Opportunities cost/benefit analysis (ROI)

Current data pre-treated for PAT



IVT PAT Solution Approach

Feasibility and Risk Plan

PAT implementation master plan elements:

– Project management (Cost, Schedule, 
Resources)

– Regulatory communications

– Regulatory compliance (Development, 
Information-only or Regulatory-filed Release

– Quality systems impact

– Change management

– Technological and business feasibility

– Process control and quality risk

– Key performance indicators 

– Methodology (Comparability, Process 
Understanding)

Project scope selection/management



IVT PAT Solution Approach

Develop and Prototype

Develop multivariate design models and tools

Source/select analytical technologies

Design proof of concept models (Reliability and 
Scalability) 

Gather data for benchmarks in design of 
experiments (DoE) for analytical comparability 
and process capability 

Compile support data for quality attributes and 
process indicators

Develop comparative study protocols 

Arithmetic methodology derived



IVT PAT Solution Approach

Implement & Validate

Deploy the analytical technology, automation and 
integration with strategic data analysis plans for:

– Development phase

– Info-only phase

– Regulatory-filed release phase

Validate the analytical and integrated systems 
(IQ/OQ/PQ) 

Validate the analytical methods at the appropriate 
stage of the PAT life cycle

Develop SOP’s (production, cleaning, training, 
quality control) 

Identify changes in equipment and process 
validated state and amend accordingly 

Validated state is attained and preserved



IVT PAT Solution Approach

Monitor, Compare and Improve

Implement KPI’s and metrics supporting 
continuous data analysis and increased  process 
knowledge

Monitor for continuous improvements based on 
increased data availability 

Implement continuous process/quality feedback 
and data analysis tools 

Optimize the process(es) and develop PAT-
supported quality indicators and specifications

Support PAT regulatory applications and 
communications

Identify and monitor benefits to the business

Achieve and repeat PAT successes


